Development a visual-guided autonomous arm robot for general working application in service workshop require some preliminary works/research to ensure the quality and reliability of robot mainly on object detection/recognition and object pose estimation. We have experimented robot vision for this purpose using Raspberry Pi and single web camera supported by Python-OpenCV programming using color-base and contourbase detection algorithm for object recognition and Triangulation similarity method for object pose estimation. Experiment results showed that color-base detection is 22% faster than contour-based object detection for colorful tooling object without disturbance same color from environment. However, contour-base detection is more effective for target working object detection than color-base. Light illumination and disturbance from environment should be managed for successful object detection. Triangulation linearity method is simple and fastest method for tooling object position estimation when tooling object is a known sized object. Experiment result showed error only 2% for distance estimation using this method compared with actual.
Introduction
The application of robotic system is increasing found on wide area implementation such as industry, military, consumer, medical, research and education. The needs of new robot which capable to imitate human behavior has driven many researchers and robot makers to develop an autonomous mobile vision arm robot from now and future. Basic design of an autonomous mobile vision arm robot consist integration of main subsystem : Mobile robot (2, 3 or 4 wheel driven), Arm and gripper robot with n degree of freedom (DOF), Vision system (camera and image processing computer) as presented in fig.  1 .
(a).
In this paper, we will report some experiments in development of vision arm robot for application in general working mainly found in service workshop. General working job normally is done by human worker to handle general tools (eg. hand drill, cutting tool, dressing tool) on working object (e.g component under repair) in service workshop as presented in fig. 1.(b) . The normal activities of human worker in general working has sequence tasks as follows :
• Take general tools from its location • Bring general tools to working area • Perform general work at precise working object • Return general tool to its location Replacing general working activities by an autonomous vision robot from human worker has some benefits mainly whenever speed, accuracy/consistent result or safety issue (on harsh environment) are most likely desired. In this paper, will focus only on how robot can identify/ recognize general tools and repair object and also in how robot can estimate their position by vision, therefore development of mechanical action of arm robot and mobility of robot are not parts of this paper.
In vision detection and recognize object, such experiments have been reported by other computer vision researches. These include detection static object on fixed arm robot at indoor environment [1] [8], moving object using single camera or omni-camera on mobile robot at outdoor environment [2] [3], stereo vision to guide the robot arm return to the nominal home position [4] . While in vision object pose estimation, such experiments have been done which are using camera monocular for highway driver assistance outdoor environment [5] , 3D arm robot position indoor environment [6] [8] and using visible laser diode in large surface measurement outdoor environment [7] . 
Object detection and recognition
Object detection is all about finding an object or area of interest in a field of view. There are 2 methods evaluated in this report for object detection which are Color-base and Contour-base method.
Color-base detection
The picture color of image generally represented in color space either in RGB/BGR, YUV, YCrCb, HSV or Grayscale. RGB is one most popular color space model. In RGB space, every pixel image has color represented as a weighted combination of the Red, Green, and Blue. Each RGB value ranges between 0 and 255 with higher values corresponding to brighter pixels. This color space is widely used because it corresponds to the three photoreceptors of the human eye [8] . While in HSV space, each pixel color represented as combination of the Hue, Saturation and Value.
In color-base detection method, object detection is performed by selecting predefined color space (RGB, HSV or grayscale intensities) that will identify the object in an image while the rest of color will be neglected or marked as White/Black color background. The sequence algorithm in Color-base detection and recognition is presented in fig. 2 . To calculate centroid of moment object then image moment should be considered. An image moment is a certain particular weighted average (moment) of the image pixels' intensities, or a function of such moments, usually chosen to have some attractive property or interpretation. An image moment defined as [9] :
From the spatial moments !" , we can compute central moments which are invariant to translation (i.e. the position of the shape within the image). The centroid of image moment are ! and ! [9] :
The speed of this algorithm makes it very good for use in a controlled environment where disturbances of objects with similar color is not present [8] .
Contour-base detection and recognition
There are some algorithm on contour-base (feature-base) method but on this report only evaluate Canny-edge and ORB.
Canny-edge
The Canny Edge detector is a multistage edge detection method developed by John F. Canny in 1986. It is a multi-stage algorithm with could be summarize each stages in fig. 3 . After image is taken from camera then in first step the noise in the image is removed with a 5x5 Gaussian filter. In second step, the smoothened image is then filtered with a Sobel kernel in both horizontal and vertical direction to get first derivative in horizontal direction ( ! ) and vertical direction ( ! ). From these two images, edge gradient and direction for each pixel can be found as follows [10] :
Gradient direction is always perpendicular to edges. It is rounded to one of four angles representing vertical, horizontal and two diagonal directions.uppression. In third step, after getting gradient magnitude and direction, a full scan of image is done to remove any unwanted pixels which may not constitute the edge. For this, at every pixel, pixel is checked if it is a local maximum in its neighbourhood in the direction of gradient. Finally in last step, all edges will be decided which are really edges and which are not. For this, there are two threshold values minVal and maxVal. Any edges with intensity gradient more than maxVal is included in the edge set and those below minVal is excluded (be non-edges), so discarded. Those who lie between these two thresholds are classified edges or non-edges based on their connectivity. If they are connected to "sure-edge" pixels, they are considered to be part of edges. Otherwise, they are also discarded.
For object matching, Canny edge use The maximum value of the correlation coefficient occurs when the template and the region in the input image are identical. This indicates the maximum correlation or the best possible match. The minimum occurs when the template and the region in the input image are least similar.
ORB (Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF)
ORB is basically a combination of FAST keypoint detector and BRIEF descriptor with many modifications to enhance the performance. First it use FAST (to find keypoints, then apply Harris corner measure to find top N points among them. It also use pyramid to produce multi scale-features. It computes the intensity weighted centroid of the patch with located corner at center. The direction of the vector from this corner point to centroid gives the orientation. To improve the rotation invariance, moments are computed with x and y which should be in a circular region of radius r, where r is the size of the patch. For descriptors, ORB use BRIEF descriptors with modification to make it rotation invariant. For object recognition, ORB detector can be combined with Brute-Force Matching (BFM) method. It takes the descriptor of one feature in first set and is matched with all other features in second set using some distance calculation ad the closest one is returned. 
3.
Object distance estimation
Using Triangulation geometry method, distance of known object from camera could be estimated by vision. In this method, a known actual width of target object W with known distance D from camera and pixel length this object in camera is P then perceived focal length F of camera equation is [7] :
Since focal length F of camera and actual width W is constant, therefore for any new position of this object which calculated by vision of pixel ! could be estimated new distance ! [7] :
Experiment Result
In our experiment, we use some hardware and software configuration as presented in fig. 5 .(a) which consist of : Since in this paper will focus only on how robot can identify/recognize object and also in how robot can estimate their position by vision therefore in experiment we did for scenario test as follows : • Identification and recognize both of general tools and working object • Identification and recognize of single general tools placed on others non target general tools • Distance measurement of general tools and working object .
General tools detection and recognition

Color-base detection and recognition
.
In experiment, red tool (as target object)t was positioned among 2 other tools with different color. A sequence process of filtering image with color-base to get single general tools is presented in fig.6 . It was observed, that a metallic part of tooling object could not filtered among other tools since the same black color with other tools. Hence image filtering using color-base in RGB format only effective to grasping area (red color) since it had different color with others. Also, from experiment color filter selection (lower and high) must carefully defined to get unique compared to other objects. Finally, grasping point for arm robot could be identified after centroid calculation be made (small circle in detected object was drawn for centroid location). It was found that different light illuminations on the the tooling object will cause different RGB value setting to get target object even for the same color (red color). Also, when the same color exist on target tooling object and surrounding other tools (on metallic part) color base detection was not able to separate it. Therefore, Color base detection only able to select on holding part of target tooling object instead of whole parts of target tooling object. From experiment as shown in fig.7 , we conclude at object distance 30 cm from camera the minimum threshold should be 30 and maximum threshold between 50 to 90 in order to get good edge image.
Contour-base detection and recognition
Contour-base (Edge detection)
Contour-base (ORB detection)
By using ORB algorithm as presented before in figure (4) , the red general tool as target was placed between two others general tool and then computed ORB's keypoint and compared and matched with BFM with ORB's keypoint from master single red general tools. Finally, 10 best matches were drawn among ORB's keypoints. The result of ORB detection and recognition is presented in fig. 8 . Fig. 8 The result for ORB detection and recognition is with number keypoint 10
Comparison Cycle time
This experiment was performed to evaluate cycle time processing among color-base and contourbase detection (ORB Match). The result is showed in figure (9) . Base on the result experiment, cycle time of color base is 334.69 millisecond and 431.16 millisecond or 22% (96.47 millisecond) faster on color base. 
Target working object detection and recognition
In this experiment, the target of working object simulated by circle area which must be detected by vision system of robot. For this purpose, a finding circle method using Hough transform from PythonopenCV library was used. Having detected, then red color circle is re-drawn using detected circle center point and its radius as presented in fig. 9 . Fig. (9) .The result for ORB detection and recognition is with 10 keypoints
Distance estimation of general tools
For this purpose, we choose red general tool (actual height of hand grasped is 6.5 cm) as master to calculate camera focus length. Using contour analysis of image we got image size of tool height is 164 pixel. Hence, using equation (5) the camera focal length is 756. This value was set to estimate distance of red general tool at any point placed in front of camera. In figure(10) , the raspberry pi-based vision computer could detect red general tool and estimate distance location from camera. With four distance points as sample data, the error of distance estimation is 2%.
Distance estimation of working object
For this experiment, Sharp GP2Y12 distance sensor has been utilized as comparison with vision method to estimate location of working object and result showed in table 2. 
Conclusion and Further Work
This paper has reported some experiments using Raspberry Pi Raspberry Pi 2 and Web Cam that was sufficient as embedded computer vision for autonomous vision robot with cycle time between 330-435 millisecond for object detection and recognition. Tooling object detection using color-base method is faster 22% in cycle time compared with contour-base detection. However, this method only effective for tooling object with significant color. For tooling object with not significant color and unstructured shape, it should be used contour-based detection.
Object distance estimation using Raspberry-base vision computing and Triangulation similarity method give result error 3% from actual when object placed within 50 cm from camera. Light intensity, disturbance environment and proper filtering criteria are very critical factors must be managed properly for successfully Vision guided object detection/ recognition and object distance estimation for arm robot. Also, camera parameters both intrinsic and extrinsic should be considered when precision position is highly desired.
Future work is recommended to be done for validation of arm robot action in grasp of object using object position from this paper. Also using more real general tools and working object (part under repair) will make more realistic experiments. This research still use single camera and it is recommended for expansion using stereo camera in order to get 3D object reconstruction for determine more accurate grasping point of general tools.
